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Abstract—The genetic algorithm is used to optimize the 

algorithm of attribute reduction in data preprocessing, and the 

rough approximation precision in the rough set theory is utilized 

to determine the importance of information attribute. From 

which the decision table is constituted by selecting the attributes 

which have higher degree of attribute importance, and the 

attribute core of decision information is obtained by using the 

identification matrix. The initial population is constructed on 

the standard of the attribute core , the search area of genetic 

algorithm is reduced. Finally, the correction operator based on 

the rough approximation precision is introduced, and the 

algorithm is made to conduct in the correct solution space, thus 

the speed of attribute reduction is improved, furthermore, the 

optimal results of attribute reduction are obtained. 

 

Index Terms—Genetic algorithm, The rough set, The rough 

approximation precision, Attribute reduction.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Attribute reduction is one of the main research direction 

of rough set theory. Attribute reduction is to keep the original 

data classification ability under the premise of get rid of those 

who are not related to characterize the properties. It has been 

proved the computation of minimal reduction and full 

reduction both is NP-hard problem, information of 

permutation and combination is the important factor to the NP 

- hard. For example, Guo-yin Wang, using the subset was 

proposed to calculate the minimalist attribute reduction, the 

method of time complexity is exponential, exponentially with 

the increase of attributes its complexity growth, so this 

method is not suitable for practical application. Duo-Qian 

Miao proposed a reduction method based on information 

entropy and information entropy to define attribute 

importance often cannot get the smallest reduction, is also 

likely to get reduction results. 

For information attribute reduction, optimization algorithm 

is usually adopted, which adds and sets standard information 

according to the characteristics of attribute information to 

reduce the search attribute range to obtain the desired final 

result. According to researches, the attribute reduction in the 

rough set theory can be regarded as a combination 

optimization process, so the genetic algorithm can be 

introduced into attribute reduction. Genetic algorithm refers 

to a global search algorithm, and is featured by good stability 

and parallel execution ability. 

In the process of past research, a new heuristic genetic 

algorithm for production scheduling is proposed by Jian-hua  
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dai, select individual state to establish the initial group by 

means of random, this method requires a great deal of 

calculation and evolution algebra to search all state , this 

algorithm under a large amount of information efficiency to 

be improved. describe the importance of attribute rough 

approximation accuracy is proposed by Dong-yi ye, 

according to the concept of rough approximation precision a 

greedy algorithm is designed , it’s Characteristics is to realize 

the process is relatively simple, can quickly find attribute 

reduction in a large amount of condition attributes.  

In this paper, the concept of attribute significance is 

introduced on the basis of the concept of rough approximation 

accuracy, and attribute information of high attribute 

significance among the original attribute information is 

selected according to this standard to form the initial 

population of genetic algorithm, to narrow the search range of 

solution space and raise the speed of searching the optimal 

reduction results. At last, it is proved through experiments 

that the genetic algorithm based on the rough set theory can 

greatly raise the accuracy of reduction results and reduction 

efficiency.  

II. BASIC CONCEPTS 

A. Rough Set 

The rough set theory is a mathematic tool that allows 

various interferences such as inaccurate analysis, disaffinity 

and imcompleteness put forward by a Polish mathematician 

named Pawlak.Z in 1982. Through scholars’ unremitting 

efforts in studying the properties and laws of rough set in the 

past years, a substantive leap has been made in the rough set 

theory. Since rough set is superior in data preprocessing, 

rough set has a good application prospect in the field of data 

mining. Rough set is useful for standardizing and denoising 

data, processing missing data, data reducing, and identifying 

correlation. Rough set has been successfully applied in other 

related fields. Thus, the rough set theory is of great 

significance to the field of data mining.  

B. Genetic Algorithm  

In the 1960s, an American professor Holland put forward a 

new theory. He had built an artificial intelligence model by 

imitating the biological evolutionsim base on Darwin’s theory 

of “survival of the fittest”, and applied the idea of genetic 

variation of organisms for adapting themselves to changes in 

nature in the process of optimization. It is called genetic 

algorithm (GA). With research and development in recent 

years, great achievements of the application of the genetic 

algorithm in other fields have been made. Genetic algorithm 

is a bionic algorithm, namely carrying out space optimization 

search by simulating the process of organisms changing with 

the environment, performing genetic operation over 

individuals via genetic operators, and forming a new 
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evolutionary population with evolved individuals.  

C. Attribute Significance Based on Rough Approximation 

Accuracy 

1) Rough Approximation Accuracy 

Definition of rough approximation accuracy: Suppose 

P C ,  1 2 3
, , , . . . ,

k
X X X X is expressed by the 

decision attribute of U , and X U , then the 

approximation accuracy of the attribute set P  is 

  
  P

card P X
a

card P X




 . ( )card X refers to the number of 

X , based on which the degree of attribute reduction of the 

set can be determined. The smaller its value is, the higher the 

reduction degree is. The rough approximation progress of the 

attribute set P  by L  is:  
  
 1

k
i

P

i

card P X
L

card U






 .  

Definition 1: The rough approximation accuracy of the 

attribute set P  by L is:   
  
  1

k
i

P

i i

card P X
L

card P X







 .  

 

2) Attribute Significance 

According to the definition of rough approximation 

accuracy, it is put forward in this paper to calculate attribute 

significance based on rough approximation accuracy, to 

describe the significance level of attribute information. 

Suppose C  refers to basic attribute, D  to decision attribute, 

C  contains n basic attributes 
1 2, ,..., nC C C , L  by the 

decision attribute is expressed as  1 2, ,..., nx x x , the rough 

approximation accuracy of each attribute can be calculated 

out, and the expectation 
iC and variance 

iC of the k+2 

values can be calculated out based on the L  rough 

approximation accuracy.  

Definition 2: 
i

C significance attribute function: 

i

i

i

C

C

C

S


 



, wherein  refers to an auxiliary parameter. 

D. Deduction and Proof  

Deductions 1 and 2 are obtained according to the 

definition of rough approximation accuracy:  

Deduction 1: Suppose a decision information system 

( , , , )S U C D V f , then its L  is divided according to 

U  based on the decision attribute D , so   1C L  . 

Proof: Suppose    1 2 3, , ,...,/ nX X XU IND C X , in 

which n refers to the number of classification of conditions of 

characterization by the domain of discourse U . According to 

the definitions above,  
  
 1

k
i

C

i

card P X
L

card U






 , in 

which k refers to the statistic of the decision attribute of the 

decision information. In the decision information table, the 

division of the domain of discourse U  by the conditions of 

characterization C  depends on the division of the domain of 

discourse U  by the decision attribute D , thus 

   IND C IND D ; and the conditions of 

characterization C  divides the domain of discourse U  into 

several classifications iX , and clearly defines it in L , so 

1

( ) ( )
n

i

i

card U card X


 . According to the definition of 
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 ,   1C L  .  

Deduction 2: The components modified with modified 

operators all comply with    ' CC
POS D POS D .  

Proof: The stop condition of the modification process is 

   ' CC
L L  . According to Deduction 1, 

   ' 1CC
L L   . If  ' ' ' '

1 2, ,..., rC C C C and 

 1 2, ,..., kL L L L are equivalence relation sets of C and 

D , it can be obtained that 

 
  
 

'

1

k
i

C
i

card P L
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 according to the definition of 

rough approximation accuracy as above.  

Suppose    '  CC
POS D POS D , then  x U  and 

  Cx POS D ,   '  
d

iC
i

x x L , 

and    ' ' '

1

1 


      
d

i jC C C
i

x L U j x L . 

The result contradicts the proposition, then 

   '  CC
POS D POS D . 

III. GENETIC ALGORITHM BASED ON ROUGH SET THEORY 

The genetic algorithm based on the rough set theory has 

preserved the basic characteristics of the original genetic 

algorithm; and is to select attributes at high significance level 

to form an information decision system according to the 

attribute significance of Definition 2, calculate the core of 

attribute reduction with a discernibility matrix, and determine 

the initial population of the algorithm according to the core 

attribute, to develop a strong search capability of the 

algorithm within the local search space. Besides, modified 

operators based on rough approximation accuracy have 

introduced into the algorithm to reduce the population, 

determine that every chromosome corresponds to a candidate 

reduction, and guarantee the algorithm is operated in a correct 

solution space by the constraint of rough approximation 

accuracy. The algorithm in this paper also has the overall 

optimization characteristics of the original algorithm, and has 

improved the speed of attribute reduction and reduction 

accuracy. The details of the algorithm are as follows:   

Input: Information decision system 

 , , , S U C D V f , crossover probability rP , 
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selective probability mP , attribute significance parameter 

 ;  

Output: Attribute reduction of ( )C D ;  

1) Calculate the rough approximation accuracy by the 

condition attribute set C:  
  
 1







k

i

C

i

card P X
L

card U
;  

2) Calculate the significance 
i

i

i

C

C

C

S


 



of each 

characterization iC , sequence the calculations, identify the 

attributes of which the function value of significance attribute 

is large, and form CS  therewith. Calculate the attribute core 

of the decision system with the discernibility matrix, generate 

an initial population, and determine the generation number of 

the population, k=1;  

3) Calculate the fitness information of every elements of 

the population according to the fitness function preset in the 

system;  

4) Judge whether the algorithm is terminated:  

If the result complies with the termination end, the 

algorithm is terminated;  

If not, the selective probability of corresponding 

individuals should be calculated, so as to generate a new 

population, k=k+1;  

5) Perform crossover operation over individuals;  

6) Perform mutation operation over individuals;  

7) Modify the result, determine that the attributes of 

which the attribute significance level is high are the search 

range of attributes, and return to the third step of the 

algorithm;  

The algorithm flow chart is as shown in Fig. 1:   

Start k=1

Calculate the rough approximation precision 
and its corresponding attribute importance

Initialize the 
population

Fitness 
evaluation

Whether meet the 
conditions

End

Y

Select operation

N

Crossover 
operation

Mutation 
operation

Modification of the newly 
generated chromosomes

The next generation of 
population k=k+1

 

Fig. 1 Flow Chart of Improved Algorithm 

IV. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS 

A. Modified Operator 

Reduce the population with modified operators, 

determine that every chromosome corresponds to a candidate 

reduction, guarantee the algorithm is operated in a correct 

solution space by the constraint of rough approximation 

accuracy, and calculate the local optimal solution based on 

the chromosomes in the k+1 optimization result. According to 

Deduction 2, in modification and verification, the solution 

space can be planned on the basis of rough approximation 

accuracy, which should be specifically determined by the 

correlation between  R L  and  C L . Select a 

characterization of which the rough approximation accuracy 

value is comparatively larger from the characterization set C  

not included in the kth generation of optimization result, and 

add it into the planned search space, to make preparations for 

getting satisfactory attribute reduction. The specific flow 

chart is as shown in Fig. 2.  

Steps:  

1) Calculate the rough approximation accuracy of the 

existing characterization set: 

 
  
 1

k
i

C

i

card P X
L
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 : If ( ) ( )C RL L  , repeat 

steps 2 and 3; If ( ) ( )C RL L  , turn to step 4;  

2) Select the maximum 
i

i

i

C

C

C

S


 



from the 

characterization set;  

3) If the code position in correspondence with jC  is 

“0”, change it into “1”, and turn to Step 1;  

4) Modification ends.  

  

Fig. 2 Modification Flow 

B. Setting of Initial Population Size 

In the reduction process based on genetic algorithm in 

Literature [9][10], the initial population is not set. In practice, 

if the initial population is approximate to the problem 

solution, the time taken to solve algorithm can be saved, and it 

is easier to calculate the optimal solution with the algorithm. 

Therefore, the setting of the initial population is of great 

importance to the execution efficiency of genetic algorithm. If 

the population size is set to be large, the population can be 

restrained from premature convergence, which complicates 

the execution of algorithm; if the population size is set to be 
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excessively large, the optimal performance (reduction of 

system attributes) of the algorithm may decline. Thus, an ideal 

population size should be:  
2

2 ,( ( 1)(1 ) ( ))s

s s cm n p p H
      

 

Wherein, ( )H refers to the length of template, n to the 

number of coded message positions of individual 

chromosome, ( )H  to crossover probability, and to 

selective 
sp  probability.  

Suppose an information system has its own core, then in 

the discernibility matrix, if there is a line consisting of only 

one “1” (the other elements all are “0”), it indicates that the 

attribute cannot be distinguished, and is the attribute core. 

Every core corresponds to only one decision information 

table, and is in the reduction of its corresponding decision 

information table. For purpose of this paper, attributes of 

which the significance function value is high will be selected 

to form the initial population of the algorithm, to further 

improve the selection quality of the initial population. The 

core attribute codes in correspondence with all chromosomes 

of the initial population all are “1”, and every initial 

population contains the required core attributes.  

C. Coding 

Binary sequence is adopted to represent chromosome 

information. Each code position has its own specific 

attributes. “0” and “1” are used to distinguish whether the 

selected information set contains an attribute value or not. The 

initial population should be set to contain these core 

attributes. For example, suppose the attribute core of a 

decision table 
1 2 3 10{ , , ,..., }a a a a  subject to 10 condition 

attributes is 
1 2 6{ , , }a a a , then it is required to select 

chromosomes of which the codes are 11***1**** to form the 

initial population.  

D. Fitness Function 

The target value approximation, selection of proper 

attribute set, and global control ability in algorithm all are 

determined by a fitness function. The selection of fitness 

function determines the convergence direction of algorithm. 

Attribute reduction is to obtain a minimalist attribute set and 

own the original information processing ability. A reduction 

set should meet: minimum number of attributes, and attribute 

classification ability. 

Since the rough approximation accuracy of attribute is 

set as the criterion for determining the initial population in 

this paper, it is not necessary to consider attribute 

classification ability, and it only needs to consider the number 

of attributes. Hence, fitness function is defined as:  

( ) ( ) ( )f x card c count x   

( )card c  refers to the number of condition attributes; 

( )count x to the number of condition attributes contained in 

chromosome. 

The fitness function of the improved algorithm in this 

paper is ( ) ( ) ( )f x card c count x  . According to this 

formula, the fitness function equals to the difference between 

the number of condition attributes and that of condition 

attributes contained in chromosome. Since rough 

approximation accuracy is introduced, it only needs to control 

the difference between the said numbers, which simplifies the 

calculation process of the algorithm. Since the solution space 

is normalized by rough approximation accuracy, and 

relatively important condition attributes are determined, with 

algorithm execution, the smaller the number of condition 

attributes contained in chromosome is, the closer the result is 

to the required minimalist reduction. Hence, the larger the 

difference value between the number of condition attributes 

and that of condition attributes contained in chromosome is, 

the closer the result is to the minimalist reduction. 

E. Feasibility and Performance Analysis  

1) Feasibility of Fitness Function 

The fitness function of the improved algorithm in this 

paper is ( ) ( ) ( )f x card c count x  . According to this 

formula, the fitness function equals to the difference between 

the number of condition attributes and that of condition 

attributes contained in chromosome. Since rough 

approximation accuracy is introduced, it only needs to control 

the difference between the said numbers, which simplifies the 

calculation process of the algorithm. Since the solution space 

is normalized by rough approximation accuracy, and 

relatively important condition attributes are determined, with 

algorithm execution, the smaller the number of condition 

attributes contained in chromosome is, the closer the result is 

to the required minimalist reduction. Hence, the larger the 

difference value between the number of condition attributes 

and that of condition attributes contained in chromosome is, 

the closer the result is to the minimalist reduction. 

2) Algorithm Complexity Analysis 

For the algorithm, the evolutionary direction of the 

population are effectively controlled with rough 

approximation accuracy and fitness function, so that the result 

gets closer and closer to the minimalist reduction, and finally 

reach the minimalist reduction of the decisive system. If these 

conditions are not set, the solution space range of the 

algorithm is 2m ; suppose the number of attribute cores of the 

decisive system is n, after rough approximation accuracy is 

taken as the inspiration information, the solution space is 

narrowed to 2m h . It is thus clear that the introduction of 

inspiration information into the algorithm narrows the search 

space. 

3) Algorithm Convergence Analysis  

Usually, the convergence of genetic algorithm is 

determined by the design, crossover probability and mutation 

probability of fitness function. Definition 3: If  '

eX s  is the 

off-line performance of implementation strategy s in the 

environment e , then:  

   ' '

1

1 T

e e

e

X s f t
T 

 
 

In the off-line performance, 

        ' 1 , 2 ,...,e e e ef t best f f f t ,  ef t  refers to 

the tth generation of fitness function relative to the 

environment e . For purpose of this paper, 

( ) ( ) ( ) f x card c count x . Off-line performance is 

used to describe the average value of the predefined fitness 

function of the algorithm, with which the convergence of the 

algorithm can be measured. For building the fitness function, 

the chromosome individuals are taken into account in detail. 
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Since attribute core information is introduced at the time of 

building the initial population, the fitness function is designed 

to equal to the difference value between the total number of 

attribute characterizations and the number of reduced 

attribute characterizations. Besides, a modification strategy 

based on rough approximation accuracy is introduced in 

follow-up execution. Comparing with algorithm for which no 

attribute core information is introduced, this algorithm is 

helpful to approach the output result faster, to prevent the 

expectation of each generation of population from greatly 

changing, and then make this algorithm have a better 

convergence. 

F. Termination Conditions 

Since there are no definite termination conditions or 

model for attribute reduction, there is no definite termination 

function. According to the actual attribute reduction flow, if 

the fitness function values of consecutive k generations of 

population don’t change, it can be regarded that the desired 

optimization result has been achieved, and then the algorithm 

execution can be terminated.  

 

V. INFORMATION REDUCTION 

A. Figures and Tables 

B According to the decisive information table given in 

Literature [8], as shown in Tab. 1, the reduction result 

is  , ,a c d and  , ,b c d . According to the reduction 

algorithm in the Literature[10], the attribute reduction result 

of Tab. 1 is , ,ca b , , ,a b d , , ,a c d , and  , ,b c d , 

while the real minimalist reduction of the decisive 

information table is  ,c d . Thus,  , ,ca b  and  , ,a b d  

are not correct reduction results,  , ,a c d and , ,b c d  are 

not the minimalist reduction.  

Tab. 1 Literature [10] Decision information table 

U a b c d class 

1 1 1 1  1 

2 2 2 1 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 3 
4 4 4 3 4 4 
5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 6 5 5 6 6 
7 7 7 7 7 7 
8 7 7 6 7 8 
9 8 8 8 8 9 

10 9 9 10 10 10 
11 11 11 11 11 11 
12 12 12 11 12 12 
13 13 13 13 13 13 
14 14 14 13 14 14 
15 15 15 15 15 15 
16 16 15 15 16 16 
17 17 17 17 17 17 
18 17 18 18 17 18 

Execute attribute reduction of the decisive information 

as shown in Tab.1 with the algorithm put forward herein, the 

final chromosome codes of the algorithm population all 

are 0011 .According to the fitness 

function ( ) ( ) ( ) f x card c count x , the corresponding 

fitness value is 2. The attributes in correspondence with the 

code contents are c   and d   , and their corresponding 

attribute reduction is  ,c d . Figs. 3 and 4 show the 

comparison between the reduction process of the contents of 

Tab. 1 with the algorithm in this paper and that with the 

algorithm in Literature [8]. For the reduction process, it is 

predefined that the number of the initial population is 30, the 

crossover probability is 0.7rp , the mutation probability is 

0.05mp , the attribute significance parameter    is 0.1, 

and the termination condition is that the fitness function 

values of several consecutive generations of population don’t 

change.  

1
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igs. 3 Genetic algorithm based on rough set 
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Figs. 4 Genetic algorithm of Literature [8] 

 
Through comparison with the algorithm of Literature 

[8], correct fault attribute reduction can be obtained with the 

algorithm of this paper, which verifies the performability of 

the genetic algorithm of this paper. For a same fault data 

decisive table, the fitness function of the genetic algorithm 

based on rough set put forward herein roughly remains 

unchanged after the 19
th

 generation, while the fitness function 

of the genetic algorithm of Literature [10] tends to be stable at 

least after the 25
th

 generation. It is also verified that the 

algorithm of this paper can greatly reduce the iterations of the 

algorithm itself, enhance the convergence of genetic 

algorithm, and quicken the reduction speed. 

 

Since the concept of attribute significance is introduced 

into the algorithm of this paper as the standard for selecting 

the initial population, and the core attributes of which the 

significance level is high are selected from it to form a 

specific individual population, then several data sets of which 
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the core attributes largely differ are selected from the UCI 

data set to verify that the efficiency of mass data processing of 

the algorithm of the paper is relatively high. It is predefined 

that the number of the initial population is 30, the crossover 

probability is 0.9rP , the mutation probability is 

0.05mp , and the termination condition is that the fitness 

function values of several consecutive generations of 

population don’t change. The comparison between the output 

result of the algorithm of this paper and that of the algorithm 

of Literature [11] and Literature [12] is as shown in Tab. 2.  

Tab. 2 The experimental results compared 
The number of instances 101 335 1484 

Number of attributes 

 
18 17 9 

The core attributes number 

 
1 6 4 

Literature [11] 

algorithm 

The number 

of iterations 
37 49 93 

Time（s） 21.581 214.857 401.73 

Literature [12] 

algorithm 

The number 

of iterations 
25 31 36 

Time（s） 5.356 16.465 36.802 

The algorithm of 

this paper 

The number 

of iterations 
16 20 24 

Time（s） 2.342 12.073 25.607 

 

According to the comparison experiment as above, the 

larger the amount of data information is, the longer the time 

taken to execute the traditional genetic algorithm is. Both the 

execution time and iterations of the algorithm of this paper are 

reduced. It is thus clear that the improved algorithm can 

greatly raise the efficiency of attribute reduction without 

reduction in the global search ability of the original algorithm. 

For the genetic algorithm based on rough set, core attribute is 

introduced, so that the initial population is set to be close to 

the final reduction result, the search range is reduced, the 

local search ability is enhanced, and the convergence speed is 

quickened while the attribute reduction accuracy is 

guaranteed. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the genetic algorithm based on rough set is 

detailed. The concept of attribute significance is put forward 

based on the concept of rough approximation accuracy as the 

standard for selecting attribute information, and introduced 

into the algorithm put forward in this paper, to determine the 

core attribute of attribute reduction. It is proposed to 

determine the initial population of genetic algorithm 

according to characterization attributes information, so as to 

raise the execution efficiency of the algorithm, and achieve a 

good convergence. A simple fitness function is designed. The 

fitness function equals to the difference between the total 

number of attributes and the number of the attributes obtained 

via reduction. In this way, the calculation is simplified. An 

attribute signification modification strategy based on rough 

approximation accuracy is adopted, so that satisfactory 

solutions can be obtained within the local space with the 

algorithm, the reduction result contains fewer attributes and 

remains the classification ability as same as that of the original 

data, search within the specified feasible solution space is 

guaranteed, and the convergence is guaranteed. At last, 

example analyses are made to verify that the genetic algorithm 

based on rough set is effective in solving attribute reduction. 
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